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Flow instability of fluid-metal layer generated by laser pulse on an inclined
metal surface: Experiments and simulation
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The authors have shown that nanosecond laser-matter interaction with metal surface under an angle
causes the formation of nonlinear micron-scale waves and localized structures resembling the
gravitationally caused flow structures on the inclined plate. Juxtaposition of experimentally
generated and numerically simulated structures on the basis of the equation derived by Frenkel and
Indireshkumar �Phys. Rev. E 55, 1174 �1997�� shows a very good qualitative agreement; the
experiments confirmed the dependence of the structure evolution on the laser power profile and on
the irradiation angle. Dispersion of ordered long-range structures into chaotic ones was observed for
the irradiation angle of �=20°. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2710749�

Pulsed laser-matter interactions that generate micron-
scale nonlinear and breaking waves, coherent structures, and
localized surface phenomena have opened an intriguing field
of physical studies relating to nonlinear and nonequilibrium
dynamics and surface self-organization.1–4 A short laser
pulse causes surface ablation and formation of the micron
thick melted layer. The momentum transfer to the melted
layer occurs at the cross section of the plasma spheroid with
the target surface. If the surface is irradiated under an angle,
a plasma cloud has an elongated shape. Its fast thermal ex-
pansion causes the formation of a blast wave which sweeps
along the surface and causes the momentum transfer to the
melted layer in the preferential direction, representing the
unidirectional Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

In order to elucidate the structure evolution in the in-
clined configuration, we performed the experiments and nu-
merical simulations starting from the hypothesis that unidi-
rectional transfer of the laser-shock momentum to the melted
layer causes its acceleration and evolution into structures
similar to those caused by gravitational acceleration;5–10 ac-
cordingly, modeling of the surface flow instabilities can be
based on the same nonlinear equations. The second hypoth-
esis was that Gaussian pulse power profile causes the evolu-
tion of an inhomogeneous pattern of structures for which the
following juxtaposition is anticipated: Increasing-time struc-
tures in numerical simulations correspond to different loca-
tions of regions of structures in the spot �from periphery
�outer� regions to central �inner� regions�. To test the hypoth-
esis we performed the experiments on mate titanium plates,
�1 mm thick, without any irregularities, irradiated by a
Gaussian rectangular pulse of a neodymium doped-yttrium
aluminum garnet laser of energy density �8.5 J /cm2, dura-
tion �=40 ns, and in the inclined position under �=20° �Fig.
1�a��. A laser pulse generated a fluid layer, �2–6 �m thick,
on a very pure sample of 99.99% Ti. The melted layer of
titanium was exposed to acceleration by laser-shock momen-
tum in the z direction. Therefore, instabilities representing
nonlinear pulsations �Fig. 1�b�� are caused only by the laser-

shock acceleration on the inclined plate. By the end of the
pulse, the fluid structures stay frozen permanently because of
ultrafast cooling at the rate of �109 K/s, thus making a
posteriori study possible.

The instabilities of gravitationally caused flow on the
inclined plate are described recently by Frenkel and
co-worker11–15 who considered two-dimensional �2D� and
three-dimensional �3D� aspects of the problem. Following
Frenkel and co-worker, the 3D Navier-Stokes equations for
the small-amplitude regimes �u=h−1�1; u is amplitude, h

a�Electronic mail: lugomer@irb.hr

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic view of the experiment. �a� Laser irradia-
tion of a Ti sample under �=20°. The x axis of the coordinate system �not
shown� is normal to the target surface and directed away from it, the y axis
is in the spanwise direction �parallel to the surface�, and the z axis is directed
streamwise and in the target surface. �b� Evolution of parallel z-oriented
�streamwise� y-periodic instabilities in the part of the spot of the fluid layer
accelerated by the laser-shock momentum transfer.
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is film thickness� can be reduced to the single 2D evolution
equation:13,14

ut + 4uuz + 2/3�uzz − 2/3 cot �uyy + 2/3We�
4u + 2�2uz

= 0, �1�

where the parameter � defined as �= �4Re /5−cot �� must be
a positive constant, while Re and We are the Reynolds and
Weber numbers, respectively. �Re= �h0U sin �� /� and
We=��U sin ��2h0 /	, and h0 is the average fluid film thick-
ness, U the fluid velocity, � the kinematic viscosity, � the
fluid density, and 	 the surface tension.� The second term
describes the nonlinearity, the third represents instability, the
fourth and fifth ones are due to surface tension, and the last
term is a dispersive term generated by viscosity.13–15 After
rescaling:

u = Nũ ,

z = Laz̃ ,

y = Laỹ ,

t = Tat̃ ,

N = We/6La
3,

Ta = 3We/2�2,

La = �We/��1/2. �2�

Equation �1� takes the 2D canonical form which has just two
input coefficients,13,14

ut + uuz + uzz − kuyy + �4u + 
�2uz = 0, �3�

where k=cot � /� and 
=3/ �We��1/2. A positive constant 
 is
directly proportional to the square root of 	; it is approxi-
mately directly proportional to the square root of � only for
strongly inclined films �large ��, far from the threshold of
instability. �For large �, cot � can be neglected.� For weakly
inclined films �small ��, it is inversely proportional to the
square root of �. �For small �, cot � cannot be neglected.�
More precisely, 
 relates to dispersion through Laplacian

�2uz=
�uyyz+uzzz�, the first term of which describes mixed
spanwise/streamwise and the second one only streamwise
dispersion. The Reynolds number was estimated to Re
=8200 on the basis of the assumption U�6000 m/s,1

��10−6 m2/s, and h0�3–4 �m. Similarly, the Weber num-
ber was estimated to We�38 000 on the basis of the assump-
tion 	�1.4 N/m and the density ��4500 kg/m3 �at the
freezing/melting point�. Numerical simulation was based on
the pseudospectral method which represents the amplitude u
as a sum of the Fourier modes in the spatial variables z and
y. Simulations were performed with 64 F modes in all cases
using the Runge-Kutta scheme. With the above values of
parameters, the set of equations in Eq. �2� gives La=2.407,
N=454�5�102, Ta=0.001 326, k=0.000 419, and �=6557.
Assuming small amplitude regime with u � 1

2 , the relation
A� ũ=u /N= �1/2� /5�102�10−3, one finds for the pertur-
bation amplitude A�10−3. We take the square cell of size
L�L= �64�64� in nondimensional units and assume the ini-
tial condition

u�z,y,t = 0� = A�cos�Mky� + �1/4�randn�64,64�� , �4�

where M is the number of periods and k=2 /L.
The inhomogeneous pattern of structures ranging from

parallel large-scale to intermittent and chaotic structures has
been obtained. Such pattern indicates different evolutions of
instabilities in the central region �CR�, the near-central re-
gion �NCR�, the near-periphery region �NPR�, and the pe-
riphery region �PR� of the spot. We performed the series of
numerical simulations for Re=8200, We=38 000,
k=0.000 419, and 
=0.000 19, with the initial perturbation
in Eq. �4�. The juxtaposition of experimental and numerically
simulated structures is shown in Fig. 2. The parallel large-
scale z-oriented structures in the PR correspond to those ob-
tained by simulation for time t=14 as shown in Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b�. The disturbed large-scale structures in NPR �Fig.
2�c��, correspond to those obtained for the same parameters

FIG. 2. Comparative view of the optical micrographs of surface flow struc-
tures in various regions of the spot on very pure Ti, irradiated under �
=20°, and of numerical simulation. �a� Periphery region �PR�; long range
z-oriented y-periodic instabilities.�b� Numerical simulation of the structures
in �a� �
=0.8, M =8, t=14�. �c�Near periphery region �NPR� periodic
z-oriented instabilities, perturbed by transversal oscillations in the y direc-
tion. �d� Numerical simulation of the structures in �c� �
=0.8, M =8, t=22�.
�e� Near central region �NCR�; intermittent structures. �f� Numerical simu-
lation of structures in �e� �
=1, M =4, t=59�. �g� Central region �CR�;
chaotic short-range structures. �h� Numerical simulation of chaotic short-
range structures in �g� �
=1, M =4, t=97�.
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and t=22 �Fig. 2�d��. The intermittent chaotic structures in
NCR �Fig. 2�e�� correspond to those obtained for t=59 �Fig.
2�f��. The intermittent localized structures in CR �Fig. 2�g��
are similar to those obtained for t=97–100 that show ten-
dency to formation of solitarylike structures organized at
some attractor �Fig. 2�h��. Therefore, numerically generated
structures are obtained for the same Re and We numbers,
amplitude of the random perturbation part, and dispersion 
.
When 
 is small, the “dispersive effects” �due to the viscous
part of the film pressure� can be neglected. In that case only
the balance between the dissipative effects, the destabilizing
one �due to inertia�, and the stabilizing one �due to the
surface-tension part of the film pressure� is important.16

These results indicate that the organizational process in the
PR and the NPR is very slow, while in the NCR and CR it is
the fast one. Therefore, by the end of the pulse, the structure
evolution in the PR and the NPR is stopped in the early
phase and it appears as a regular one, while in the NCR and
CR the structures reach the late, or chaotic phase of evolu-
tion. The pattern analysis has shown two types of transversal
instabilities with nonlinear wavelength and amplitude varia-
tion �Fig. 3�. The long-wavelength instability WL which is
the largest in the PR decreases exponentially toward the
NCR; the short-range instability WS exhibits the opposite be-
havior and exponentially increases from the PR toward the
NCR. Both of them converge to the common wavelength of
�5.2 �m reached in the NCR. In contrast to the wave-
lengths, the amplitudes AL and AS, that start from very small
values in the PR, increase and converge to a common ampli-
tude of �2.3 �m in the NCR �Fig. 3�.

The experiments with nanoscond light-matter interaction
�LMI� under inclined conditions have shown the evolution of
structures similar to those of the film flow on the inclined
plate. Juxtaposition of the laser-generated and numerically
simulated structures on the basis of the equation derived by
Frenkel and co-worker14,15 have shown impressive qualita-
tive agreement. Based on the qualitative agreement of the
long-range instabilities juxtaposed to those obtained numeri-
cally for very short times, we conclude that initially regular
states are only slightly perturbed in the low-power regions of
the spot. The chaotic and intermittent structures that appear
in the high-power regions for somewhat longer time indicate
fast evolution with tendency to organize at some local attrac-
tor. Thus, besides the similarity, certain differences exist with
respect to the gravitationally caused instability. Although the
structures are similar in both cases, those generated gravita-
tionally appear at longer times and become independent of
the initial conditions. In contrast, the structures generated in
LMI reflect the influence of the initial conditions in the pe-
ripheral zones exposed to smaller irradiation power. It may
be assumed that the metal takes a longer time to melt, so that
the available time for the structure evolution is shorter.
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ments and numerical simulations, and for their juxtaposition,
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University, for discussion of some parameter values and of
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Diagram of perturbation wavelengths WL and WS and
of the corresponding amplitudes AL and AS, of the surface flow instabilities
in the PR, NPR, NCR, and CR of the spot. �Subscripts L and S relate to the
long and short wavelengths �amplitudes�, respectively.�
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